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About Vibe Dance Crew:
Vibe, DTU has been an impactful, influential and an integral part of
our institution bringing the university several laurels and making a
name for itself in the dance industry. Playing a significant role in the
fulfillment of the dreams of the engineering students of dancing and
while excelling in academics helping them grow a creative side too,
Vibe Dance Crew has made a remarkable impact on the growing
recognition of street dance forms. Creating a legacy in this institution,
the society has made street dance forms familiar to not just the
members of the society but to the whole institution. With its
impeccable talent, skill of constant growth and unusual charm, Vibe
Dance Crew has given the students a lot of exposure, has made them
understand the value of discipline and team work and through the



means of dance, has given them a platform to express and explore
themselves. By a very tasteful system of council and bifurcation of
responsibilities within the society, it has managed to inculcate a great
sense of responsibility amongst the students.

Vision and Mission:
● We set our sights to spread awareness and importance of dance

as a impactful form of art and its importance in instilling the

sense of responsibility, team work and discipline.

● We aim to bring more fame to the university in the cultural

department and maintain the legacy that our founding members

left for us.

● To make students realize the importance of art in life and how to

explore the skill set and talent within themselves, nourish it with

full freedom and then teaching them to express and channel it in

the right direction with the best way possible.

● As a society, to uplift the fame of our Cultural Council.

Organizing several inter college and intra college competitions

to make a remark in industry.

CURRENT COUNCIL (2022-23)

President:

Dipali Yadav

(2K19/AE/022)



Vice President:

Chirag Gupta

(2K19/EP/019)

Secretary:

Rivanshi Ahuja

(2K20/CH/57)

Treasurer:

Ishita Kapoor

(2K20/CH/32)

PR Head:

Gracy Dagur

(2K20/BBA/55)

FACULTY ADVISOR
Dr. Manish Jain

Department of Chemistry

ACHIEVEMENTS AND ACTIVITIES:

1. Secured I position at “Freak it out” dance competition at
Dr. Akhilesh Das Gupta Institute of Technology and
Management.

2. Secured I position in “Raw War” dance competition



3. Won the titles of “Best Hype” and “” at “Raw War” dance
competition.

4. Organized a successful event for “swerve streets” with
participation from several colleges.

5. Organized an annual stage dance competition “SPANDAN”
successfully during Engifest’23

6. Organized an annual street dance competition
“CULTURAL COMBAT” successfully during Engifest’23.

7. Organized an annual intra-society dance competition
“FUNK REPUBLIC 6.0” for constant growth of the society
members

8. Participated in “Odyssey” dance fest during the annual fest
at IITD.

9. Participated in “Pulse” annual fest at AIIMS.


